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PIERCING THE DARKNESS~DARK WIZARD EPIC FANTASY SWORD
&AMP; SORCERY (GUARDIAN SERIES)
a coming of age novel book five introduction price of 99 cents a new dark fantasy
sword & sorcery series while the demon lord abaddon prepares to cast the spell of
destruction and wipe out the glories of the earth for his own void of evil, darshun
luthais, after a long oppressive journey, attempts to eradicate the source of his
dark magic, the sacrificial unholy altar. a coming of age novel book five
introduction price of 99 cents a new dark fantasy sword & sorcery series while the
Readable/Downloadable
demon lord abaddon prepares to cast the spell of destruction and wipe out the
glories of the earth for his own void of evil, darshun luthais, after a long
oppressive journey, attempts to eradicate the source of his dark magic, the
sacrificial unholy altar. but when the dragon gods unleash their barricade of fire
the delibious—a mystic realm of darkness, flames and witchery, darshun must
find a way through without burning his soul out of existence, and save the earth
from the coming annihilation. dragons-demons-sorcery-magic-wizards-martial
arts ...more

THE COMING OF THE LIGHT~DARK WIZARD FANTASY SWORD
&AMP; SORCERY (GUARDIAN SERIES)
the coming of the light a coming of age novel introduction price of 99 cents a new
dark fantasy sword & sorcery series *book three of the guardian series* the
wizard crystals of the elements have fallen into the hands of abaddon, forever
corrupted and transformed to evil. abaddon now patiently waits in his northern
kingdom for the coming of saruinkai—the evening when the the coming of the
light a coming of age novel introduction price of 99 cents a new dark fantasy
sword & sorcery series *book three of the guardian series* the wizard crystals of
the elements have fallen into the hands of abaddon, forever corrupted and
transformed to evil. abaddon now patiently waits in his northern kingdom for the
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coming of saruinkai—the evening when the spirits of darkness rule the night, and
when he will unleash the crystals' hor- rific powers against their own elements and
sweep destruction across the earth. the light's hope now lies in the young nasharin
warrior darshun luthais—the chosen guardian, for he alone carries the power to
stop abaddon's black sorcery and end the war once and for all. but to do so he
must cross over into abaddon’s kingdom, and that means destroying the one who
guards the border, a fallen angelic throne, the secret to asgoth's three hundred year
rule and invincibility. led by the elvish lord caelestias, darshun and his
companions must seek out and destroy the throne, encounter a witch, and a horde
of other vile creatures, only to stir up the entirety of asgoth, coming face to face
with them, a battle that will determine the fate of the world. ...more

SLIMLINE REFERENCE NLT TUTONE ORANGE/DARK BROWN
conveniently packaged in an ultrathin design, the nlt tutone "slimline reference
bible" offers reference helps in great new designs at an attractive price. features:
die-cut box that features cover design and material words of christ in red verse
finder ribbon marker dictionary/concordance end-of-paragraph references fullcolor maps and presentation page favorite passages conveniently packaged in an
ultrathin design, the nlt tutone "slimline reference bible" offers reference helps in
great new designs at an attractive price. features: die-cut box that features cover
design and material words of christ in red verse finder ribbon marker
dictionary/concordance end-of-paragraph references full-color maps and
presentation page favorite passages index ...more
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THE DARK'S MISTRESS (WICKED GAMES #3 8)
beguiled by the devil himself, her only hope was the vampire who could not love her dark and tainted heart. blu and
creed's daughter, kambriel has come to paris to 'find herself' and finds more than she bargained for when the man
who seduces her with extravagant gifts and fine things reveals his true nature. now she is desperate for freedom.
johnny santiago falls for the bea beguiled by the devil himself, her only hope was the vampire who could not love
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her dark and tainted heart. blu and creed's daughter, kambriel has come to paris to 'find herself' and finds more than
she bargained for when the man who seduces her with extravagant gifts and fine things reveals his true nature. now
she is desperate for freedom. johnny santiago falls for the beautiful vampiress singing at club l'enfer, yet he doesn't
expect his rival to be the devil himself. can he rescue kam from the dark prince before she loses her soul and forgets
everything and everyone she has ever cared for? another entry in michele hauf's world of beautiful creatures ...more
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BREAK OUT (BLOOD HUNTER/DARK DESIRES #1)
the year is 3048, earth is no longer habitable, and man has fled to the stars where
they've discovered the secret of immortality—meridian. unfortunately, the
radioactive mineral is exorbitantly expensive and only available to a select few. a
new class comprised of the super rich and immortal soon evolves. the collective,
as they're called, rule the universe. two-thousand-ye the year is 3048, earth is no
longer habitable, and man has fled to the stars where they've discovered the secret
of immortality—meridian. unfortunately, the radioactive mineral is exorbitantly
expensive and only available to a select few. a new class comprised of the super
rich and immortal soon evolves. the collective, as they're called, rule the universe.
two-thousand-year-old ricardo sanchez, vampire and rogue pilot of the space
cruiser, el cazador, can't resist two things: gorgeous women and impossible jobs.
when beautiful skylar rossaria approaches him to break a prisoner out of the
collective's maximum security prison on trakis one, rico jumps at the chance.
being hunted by the collective has never been so dangerous—or so fun. ...more
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NIV COMPACT THINLINE BEIGE/DARK BROWN CBA
the bestselling niv--the most read, most trusted translation--in a fun and stylish
italian duo-tone(tm) cover making it the perfect gift for graduation. this bible also
includes a special graduation excerpt from promises for graduates. topics include
god's faithfulness, perseverance, expectations, fear, self control, confidence,
ambition, and thankfulness. features: new in the bestselling niv--the most read,
most trusted translation--in a fun and stylish italian duo-tone(tm) cover making it
the perfect gift for graduation. this bible also includes a special graduation excerpt Readable/Downloadable
from promises for graduates. topics include god's faithfulness, perseverance,
expectations, fear, self control, confidence, ambition, and thankfulness. features:
new international version - most read, most trusted thin, compact size for
portability stylish italian duo tone cover reader's helps include: "promises from
the bible," "perspectives from the bible," "ministry of jesus," and more excerpt
from promises for graduates clear, easy-to-read 6.3 point type ribbon marker
words of christ in red letter presentation page double column format ...more

THE KILLING JAR (ALTERNITY/DARK MATTER ADVENTURE)
this first stand-alone adventure for the darkmatter campaign setting reveals a
disturbing reality beneath the blissful ignorance of everyday life. a case of grand
theft auto quickly escalates into a more serious investigation, leading heroes to a
sinister forensics lab, a forgotten burial mound, and into a conspiracy of lies best
left buried.
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VAMPIRE KID/DARK PASSAGE
meet jonathan bonnet, a seventeen-year-old boy with an unusual aura and an even
more unusual destiny before him. jonathanas life changes dramatically after he
unwittingly attracts the unwanted attentions of a hundred-and-fifty-year-old
vampire named dragomir laieshi who is engaged in a twisted game of death and
torture purely for his own entertainment. dragomir decides the meet jonathan
bonnet, a seventeen-year-old boy with an unusual aura and an even more unusual
destiny before him. jonathanas life changes dramatically after he unwittingly
attracts the unwanted attentions of a hundred-and-fifty-year-old vampire named
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dragomir laieshi who is engaged in a twisted game of death and torture purely for
his own entertainment. dragomir decides the boy shall join the game. the sadistic
vampire follows the boy home, destroys his family, and turns the boy into one of
the undead. as jonathan fights the dark seed planted in him, he has no idea that it
is his destiny to destroy dragomir and restore the great balance between light and
dark. the fledgling vampire soon finds himself involved in cosmic events on a
scale he didnat know existed. jonathan also learns that destroying dragomir is only
the beginning when one becomes a warrior for the light. ...more
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30 DAYS OF NIGHT, VOL 2: DARK DAYS (30 DAYS OF NIGHT #2)
this story follows stella olemaun's efforts to warn the world about the threat the
vampires pose - the vampires who overran barrow, alaska, killing her husband and
most of the town. with an exclusive introduction by screenwriter eric red (the
hitcher, near dark), the flat-out terror of dark days will reaffirm the dominance of
niles and templesmith over the realm of illustr this story follows stella olemaun's
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efforts to warn the world about the threat the vampires pose - the vampires who
overran barrow, alaska, killing her husband and most of the town. with an
exclusive introduction by screenwriter eric red (the hitcher, near dark), the flat-out
terror of dark days will reaffirm the dominance of niles and templesmith over the
realm of illustrated horror fiction. ...more

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA: THE DARK THINGS (JUSTICE
LEAGUE (DC COMICS) (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA VOL II #8)
bursting from the pages of brightest day comes an all-new team-up of the justice
league of america and the justice society of america! the return of the hero called
jade in the pages of blackest night heralds the release of the powerful starheart
that empowers her father, green lantern alan scott. now this chaotic force is
unleashed on earth, causing magic to go wild – and bursting from the pages of
brightest day comes an all-new team-up of the justice league of america and the
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justice society of america! the return of the hero called jade in the pages of
blackest night heralds the release of the powerful starheart that empowers her
father, green lantern alan scott. now this chaotic force is unleashed on earth,
causing magic to go wild – and new metahumans to emerge! it’s more than one
super team can handle, but can even the combined efforts of the justice league and
the justice society contain the light and dark power wielded by one of their own?
collects jla #44-48 and jsa #41-42. ...more

GREEN LANTERN CORPS, VOL 2: THE DARK SIDE OF GREEN
(GREEN LANTERN CORPS #2)
in this new volume collecting green lantern corps #7-13, green lantern guy
gardner, formerly of earth, runs afoul of a murderous alien called the dominator.
while gardner seeks the being's homeworld of dominion, the dominator reaches
earth. now, only the rogue group of green lanterns called the corpse has a prayer
of stopping him - if only they weren't already dead.
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DARK BEGINNINGS (PHANTOM DIARIES BEGINNINGS, #1) (THE
PHANTOM DIARIES 0 1)
love in paris during the time of napoleon's reign... veronique, arrives in paris to be
groomed into a fashionable noble lady. as soon as she meets the aristocratic
philippe aragon and his darkly attractive cousin martin aragon, her life is changed.
romance, magic, intrigue, and action follows in this lush historical paranormal
romance between the aragons and the one woman love in paris during the time of
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napoleon's reign. veronique, arrives in paris to be groomed into a fashionable
noble lady. as soon as she meets the aristocratic philippe aragon and his darkly
attractive cousin martin aragon, her life is changed. romance, magic, intrigue, and
action follows in this lush historical paranormal romance between the aragons and
the one woman who would be the greatest influence on eric, known as the
phantom in leroux's phantom of the opera. a stand alone novel, dark beginnings, is
also a prequel to the phantom diaries. .more
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STAR TREK NOVELS, INCLUDING: STAR TREK: VANGUARD,
HARBINGER (STAR TREK NOVEL), SUMMON THE THUNDER, REAP
THE WHIRLWIND (STAR TREK NOVEL), STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE
NINE RELAUNCH, STAR TREK: STARGAZER, DARK MIRROR (STAR
TREK NOVEL), LAST FULL MEASURE, IMZADI
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated
from wikipedia articles and images under creative common please note that the
content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or
Readable/Downloadable
other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm,
allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and
informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles
and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books
continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain
content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and exciting
lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book contains chapters
focused on star trek novels, star trek: vanguard novels, mirror universe (star trek)
novels, star trek: enterprise novels, star trek: the next generation novels, and star
trek: deep space nine novels. ...more

STAR WARS: CLONE WARS, VOLUME 4: LIGHT AND DARK (STAR
WARS: CLONE WARS #4)
the jedi are taught to use the force for good; to avail themselves only to the light
side. but the dark side can be a dangerous temptation to even the strongest jedi, as
aayla secura learns when she battles former jedi in training aurra sing, and quinlan
vos discovers when he crosses swords with a true master of the dark, count dooku.
set against the backdrop of the clone the jedi are taught to use the force for good;
to avail themselves only to the light side. but the dark side can be a dangerous
temptation to even the strongest jedi, as aayla secura learns when she battles
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former jedi in training aurra sing, and quinlan vos discovers when he crosses
swords with a true master of the dark, count dooku. set against the backdrop of the
clone wars, this novel-length adventure is filled with espionage, betrayal, and
amazing lightsaber battles. it all begins with a dangerous undercover assignment
that leads to&mdash;well, we dare not reveal the shocking ending! a story that is
sure to have star wars fans talking&mdash;and wondering whether the fate of the
jedi lies in the light…or the dark. • this volume collects star wars: republic #54#63, star wars: jedi&mdash;aayla secura, and star wars: jedi&mdash;dooku.
...more

STAR WARS YODA DARK RENDEZVOUS A CLONE WARS NOVEL
(STAR WARS: CLONE WARS #7)
"as the clone wars rage, jedi master yoda must once again face one of his greatest
adversaries: count dooku ." the savage clone wars have forced therepublic to the
edge of collapse. during the height of the battle, on jedi knight escapes the carnage
to deliver a message to yoda on coruscant. it appears that dooku wants peace and
demands a rendezvous. chances are slimth "as the clone wars rage, jedi master
yoda must once again face one of his greatest adversaries: count dooku ." the
savage clone wars have forced therepublic to the edge of collapse. during the
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height of the battle, on jedi knight escapes the carnage to deliver a message to
yoda on coruscant. it appears that dooku wants peace and demands a rendezvous.
chances are slimthat the treacherous count is sincere but, with a million lives at
stake, yoda has no choice. the meeting will take place on djun, a planet steeped in
evil. the challenge could not be more difficult. canyoda win back his once
promising pupil from the dark side or will count dooku unleash his sinister forces
against his former mentor? either way, yoda is sure of one thing: this battle will be
one of the fiercesthe'll ever face. "from the paperback edition." ...more
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NIGHT'S EDGE: DANCERS IN THE DARK\HER BEST
ENEMY\SOMEONE ELSE'S SHADOW
dancers in the dark by charlaine harrisdancer layla rue le may's childhood
prepared her to handle just about anything, including her aloof partner, sean
mcclendon, a three-hundred-year-old vampire. but when she acquires a stalker,
layla rue is surprised to find that sean is the only one she can trust.her best enemy
by maggie shaynekiley brigham refuses to believe there's a dancers in the dark by
charlaine harrisdancer layla rue le may's childhood prepared her to handle just
about anything, including her aloof partner, sean mcclendon, a three-hundredyear-old vampire. but when she acquires a stalker, layla rue is surprised to find
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that sean is the only one she can trust.her best enemy by maggie shaynekiley
brigham refuses to believe there's a ghost in her house, but when an unseen hand
leaves a bloody message on her mirror, she's forced to turn to local psychic jack
mccain. as the two work to uncover a long-buried secret, kiley finds that she's
haunted not by spirits, but by thoughts of jack….someone else's shadow by
barbara hamblymaddie laveau worries about her young roommate, tessa, when she
stays late to practice ballet in the old glendower building…and when tessa goes
missing, maddie enlists mysterious tenant phil anderson to help. but is phil the
white knight she needs, or the predator she fears? ...more

ARTICLES ON FORGOTTEN REALMS NOVELS, INCLUDING: DARK
ELF TRILOGY, LEGACY OF THE DROW, THE ELMINSTER SERIES,
LIST OF FORGOTTEN REALMS NOVELS, THE AVATAR SERIES,
ICEWIND DALE TRILOGY, WAR OF THE SPIDER QUEEN, MAZTICA
TRILOGY, HUNTER'S BLADES TRILOGY
hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate
content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to
date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles and images under
creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books continues to increase
in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain content hephaestus
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books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources
to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content
has been curated from wikipedia articles and images under creative commons
licensing, although as hephaestus books continues to increase in scope and
dimension, more licensed and public domain content is being added. we believe
books such as this represent a new and exciting lexicon in the sharing of human
knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration focused on forgotten realms
novels.more info: the list of forgotten realms novels is a listing of the many works
of fantasy fiction that are based in the role-playing game setting of the forgotten
realms. ...more

BATMAN AND ROBIN: DARK KNIGHT VS WHITE KNIGHT (BATMAN
AND ROBIN VOL I #4)
#1 new york times bestseller the dark knight and the boy wonder face multiple
threats and villains new and old, including the mysterious white knight, the villain
absence and the renegade robin of the past, jason todd--in stories written by
creators paul cornell (action comics, "doctor who"), pete tomasi (green lantern
corps, nightwing) and judd winick (brightest day: gener #1 new york times
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bestseller the dark knight and the boy wonder face multiple threats and villains
new and old, including the mysterious white knight, the villain absence and the
renegade robin of the past, jason todd--in stories written by creators paul cornell
(action comics, "doctor who"), pete tomasi (green lantern corps, nightwing) and
judd winick (brightest day: generation lost, batman). collects batman and robin
#17-26. ...more

SCARY STORIES TO TELL IN THE DARK (SCARY STORIES #1)
this spooky addition to alvin schwartz's popular books on american folklore is filled with tales of eerie horror
and dark revenge that will make you jump with fright. there is a story here for everyone -- skeletons with torn
and tangled flesh who roam the earth; a ghost who takes revenge on her murderer; and a haunted house where
every night a bloody head falls down the chi this spooky addition to alvin schwartz's popular books on
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american folklore is filled with tales of eerie horror and dark revenge that will make you jump with fright.
there is a story here for everyone -- skeletons with torn and tangled flesh who roam the earth; a ghost who
takes revenge on her murderer; and a haunted house where every night a bloody head falls down the chimney.
stephen gammell's splendidly creepy drawings perfectly capture the mood of more than two dozen scary stories
-- and even scary songs -- all just right for reading alone or for telling aloud in the dark. if you dare! ...more
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MORE SCARY STORIES TO TELL IN THE DARK (SCARY STORIES
#2)
all those who enjoyed shuddering their way through alvin schwartz's first volume
of scary stories to tell in the dark will find a satisfyingly spooky sequel in this new
collection of the macabre, the funny, and the fantastic.is it possible to die -- and
not know it? what if a person is buried too soon? what happens to a thief foolish
enough to rob a corpse, or to a murdere all those who enjoyed shuddering their
way through alvin schwartz's first volume of scary stories to tell in the dark will
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find a satisfyingly spooky sequel in this new collection of the macabre, the funny,
and the fantastic.is it possible to die -- and not know it? what if a person is buried
too soon? what happens to a thief foolish enough to rob a corpse, or to a murderer
whose victim returns from the grave? read about these terrifying predicaments as
well as what happens when practical jokes produce gruesome consequences and
initiations go awry.stephen gammell's splendidly creepy drawings perfectly
capture the mood of more than two dozen scary stories -- and even a scary song -all just right for reading alone or for telling aloud in the dark.if you dare! ...more
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